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Abstract

Canonic real-valued fast Fourier transform (RFFT) has been proposed to reduce the arithmetic complexity by
eliminating redundancies. In a canonic N-point RFFT, the number of signal values at each stage is canonic with
respect to the number of signal values, i.e., N. The major advantage of the canonic RFFTs is that these require the least
number of butterfly operations and only real datapaths when mapped to architectures. In this paper, we consider the
FFT computation whose inputs are not only real but also even/odd symmetric, which indeed lead to the well-known
discrete cosine and sine transforms (DCTs and DSTs). Novel algorithms for generating the flow graphs of canonic
RFFTs with even/odd symmetric inputs are proposed. It is shown that the proposed algorithms lead to canonic
structures with N

2 + 1 signal values at each stage for an N-point real even symmetric FFT (REFFT) or N
2 − 1 signal values

at each stage for an N-point RFFT real odd symmetric FFT (ROFFT). In order to remove butterfly operations, several
twiddle factor transformations are proposed in this paper. We also discuss the design of canonic REFFT for any
composite length. Performances of the canonic REFFT/ROFFT are also discussed. It is shown that the flow graph of
canonic REFFT/ROFFT has less number of interconnections, less butterfly operations, and less twiddle factor
operations, compared to prior works.

Keywords: Fast Fourier transform (FFT), Real-valued FFT (RFFT), Canonic flow graph, Even symmetric inputs, Odd
symmetric inputs, Twiddle factor transformation, Discrete cosine transform (DCT), Discrete sine transform (DSTs)

1 Introduction
FFT is an important topic in digital signal process-
ing (DSP) and is widely used in applications such as
telecommunications, biomedical signal processing, and
spectral analysis. There has been a significant interest in
improving the performance of FFT for specific applica-
tions. One such example is computing FFT of real-valued
signals, referred as RFFT. Many physical signals, such
as biomedical signals, are real. The real-valued signals
exhibit conjugate symmetry in spectral domain giving rise
to redundancies. This property can be exploited to reduce
both arithmetic and architectural complexities.
Although most FFT algorithms were developed for

complex-valued sequences, redundancies and symmetries
in all of these algorithms can be exploited to reduce
the number of multiplications and storage by roughly a
factor of 2 for RFFTs. A number of RFFT computation
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algorithms and implementations have been proposed for
both pipelined and in-place architectures in the litera-
ture [1–4]. An approach to compute an N-point RFFT
using an N

2 -point complex FFTwas presented in [1]. How-
ever, this approach requires significant amount of post-
processing. Custom pipelined architectures for RFFT have
been proposed in [5–8]. In [5], the computations of N

2 − 1
conjugate-symmetric samples were eliminated to obtain
hardware-efficient RFFT structures, where N represents
the size of the FFT. Here, we consider a complex signal
as two signals: real part signal and imaginary part signal.
Therefore, in these architectures, the number of signals
computed at the output is the same as the input, i.e., N .
However, although the outputs are canonic in the number
of signals, these architectures still exhibit redundancies at
the intermediate stages, as they are composed of hybrid
datapaths consisting of both complex and real datapaths.
Recently, pipelined architectures consisting of only real
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datapaths for decimation-in-frequency (DIF) RFFT were
proposed in [9]. Real-valued FFT architectures for radix-
23 and radix-24 were presented in [10] based on hybrid
datapaths. In contrast to the work in [9], the architec-
tures in [10] do not maintain the canonic property in the
number of signal values computed at the output of each
FFT stage. The designs of RFFTs for both decimation-
in-time (DIT) and DIF approaches that are canonic with
respect to the number of signals at the output of each
stage (i.e., data-canonic) have been proposed in [11]. For
a canonic N-point RFFT, the total number of values com-
puted at the output of each stage is guaranteed to be N .
Furthermore, each stage only contains maximum N

2 real
butterflies as opposed to N

2 complex butterflies.
This paper explores the design of canonic FFT flow

graphs for when inputs are real-valued and also even/odd
symmetric, referred as REFFT and ROFFT, respec-
tively. The motivation of this work is that linear-phase
FIR filter impulse responses are even/odd symmetric.
For example, the type 1 FIR filter has odd number of
taps where the values of the taps are even symmetric. As
a result, we can improve the computation of H[ k] from
h[ n] by eliminating the redundancies. Therefore, instead
of computing y[ n] by x[ n] ∗h[ n], we can choose to com-
pute the IFFT of X[ k]H[ k] to obtain the output y[ n], as
shown in Fig. 1. The complexity of H[ k] can be reduced
by the proposed REFFT instead of RFFT.
The main contribution of this paper is the design

of novel algorithms for canonic REFFT/ROFFT. We
also propose twiddle factor transformations, which are
required to transform the structures to be canonic
and to reduce arithmetic complexity. Note that the
dataflows of REFFT and ROFFT indeed lead to DCT
type 1 and DST type 1, respectively. A number of
prior works have derived data-canonic DCT and DST
algebraically [12–14]. However, our starting point is
different from these prior works, since we begin to elim-
inate the redundancy from canonic RFFT structures. In
addition, our approach will result in more hardware-
efficient architectures and dataflow with more regularity.
Furthermore, we present the algorithms for generating
REFFT/ROFFT for any composite length, which has not
been investigated in the literature. Except type 1, archi-
tectures for DCT/DST types 2–4 have also been studied
in [15, 16].
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2

provides a brief overview of FFT, RFFT, and canonic RFFT

Fig. 1 Obtain y[ n] by computing the IFFT of X[ k]H[ k]

and introduces REFFT/ROFFT. Examples of canonic
REFFTs and their generalizations to an algorithm for any
N = 2n size are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we describe the pre-processing that is required before
performing the proposed algorithms. Section 5 presents
an approach for generating canonic power-of-two size
ROFFT. In Section 6, we present an approach to design
canonic REFFT for any composite length. Section 7
discusses the performances of canonic REFFT/ROFFT.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Background
2.1 FFT
The N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for a
sequence x[ n] is defined as [17]

X[ k]=
N−1∑

n=0
x[ n] e−j 2πN nk =

N−1∑

n=0
x[ n]Wnk

N ,

k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1, (1)

where WN = e−j 2πN . FFT is a fast algorithm to com-
pute the DFT [18]. In algorithmic terms, the DFT
requires O(N2) arithmetic operations, whereas the FFT
requires O(N logN) arithmetic operations. The original
DFT equation can be rearranged using different radices to
design various FFT algorithms [19–22]. These algorithms
and architectures provide unique tradeoffs that can be
exploited for an intended application. A 16-point radix-2
FFT flow graph is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the minus
signs in the lower paths of butterflies are omitted.

2.2 Real-valued FFT
For real-valued inputs x[ n], it can be shown that

X[ k]= X∗[N − k] . (2)

In this case, there are N
2 − 1 conjugate output pairs, i.e.,

X[ k] andX[N−k], for k = 1, 2, . . . , N2 −1. Therefore, only
N
2 + 1 outputs need to be computed in an N-point RFFT,
since we can compute either X[ k] or X[N −k], along with
2 real output signals X[ 0] and X[N/2]. The total number
of purely real and purely imaginary signal values is N . A
16-point RFFT example is shown in Fig. 2. Only 9 samples
consisting of 16 values need to be computed at the output.
This property of RFFT can be utilized to simplify the com-
putation. The 16-point radix-2 RFFT is shown in Fig. 3.
The shaded regions in boxes in Fig. 3 are removed and
only 9 outputs of the FFT are needed, where the nodes
marked by white circle and black circle respectively repre-
sent purely real or purely imaginary signals and complex
signals.
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Fig. 2 Flow graph of a 16-point FFT. Input signals are assumed to be complex

2.3 Canonic RFFT
RFFT algorithms can be further optimized, according to
the specific application requirements. For example, three
types of RFFTs can be defined by considering the numbers
of signal, multiplication, and addition, respectively:

Data-canonic (canonic): The RFFT algorithm has
the least number of signals at each FFT stage (canonic
is always referred to data-canonic in this paper).
Multiplication-canonic: The RFFT algorithm has
the least number of multiplications.
Addition-canonic: The RFFT algorithm has the
least number of additions.

Note that data-canonic RFFTs are not necessarily
multiplication-canonic or addition-canonic. Algorithms
for generating canonic RFFT have been presented in [11],
where the number of signals is guaranteed to be N at
each FFT stage for an N-point RFFT. For the 16-point
RFFT as shown in Fig. 3, the outputs are canonic with
respect to the number of signals, 16 (i.e., 2 real values and
7 complex values). However, the intermediate stages of
the flow graph are not canonic with respect to the num-
ber of signals. For instance, there are 10 real values and 6
complex values, i.e., 22 values in total before the butterfly

operations at the second stage. Therefore, Fig. 3 is not
canonic with respect to the number of signal values.
In order to reduce the number of signal values to

eliminate redundancy, twiddle factor transformations are
required. The push transformation of the twiddle factors
can be described as shown in Fig. 4. We can push a fac-
tor of Wk from before the butterfly operation to after the
butterfly operation to reduce the number of signal values.
For example, we can push a factor of W 2 to the output of
the 4th butterfly operation from the top at the 3rd stage
in Fig. 3. After the twiddle factor transformation, the top
input of the butterfly will be purely real and the bottom
input will be purely imaginary. Therefore, the number of
signals at this stage can be reduced to 16 from 18, which
is canonic with respect to the number of signals. We also
need to push the twiddle factors of the 6th, 7th, and 8th
butterflies at the 2nd stage to obtain the canonic RFFT,
as shown in Fig. 5. After pushing the twiddle factors, the
top output of the butterfly can be obtained by appending
the 2 inputs, since the top input is purely real and the bot-
tom input is purely imaginary; the bottom output can be
eliminated, as it is conjugate symmetric to the top output.
Note that the canonic structures for a certain size RFFT

are not unique. This is because the twiddle factors can be

Fig. 3 Flow graph of a 16-point radix-2 real-valued FFT (RFFT). Input signals are purely real, and redundant signals in the shaded regions are removed
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Fig. 4 Twiddle factor transformation: push

moved from one stage to another if the signals before and
after are complex without altering the number of signal
values. For example, the twiddle factors after the second
stage of the bottom part of Fig. 5 can also be pushed to the
next stage. This operation does not affect the number of
signal values for each stage.

2.4 REFFT/ROFFT
When the inputs of a RFFT are even symmetric or odd
symmetric, the outputs will be purely real or purely imag-
inary [17], which are equivalent to DCT type 1 and DST
type 1, respectively. This property can also be exploited to
reduce the arithmetic complexity of the RFFT, as the N

2 −1
inputs are redundant. In this paper, we present algorithms
to generate canonic REFFT/ROFFT from RFFT.

3 Canonic REFFT for power-of-two length
In this section, we present the flow graphs for REFFT
which eliminate the redundancies in general RFFT. The
number of signals is also guaranteed to be canonic at each
stage, i.e., N2 + 1 signals.

3.1 4-point REFFT
A 4-point canonic RFFT flow graph is shown in Fig. 6. The
nodes marked by white circle and white square respec-
tively represent purely real and purely imaginary signals.
Solid and dashed lines respectively represent purely real
and purely imaginary datapaths. In the 4-point RFFT, due
to redundancy, the bottom butterfly at the second stage
is removed and the computations of real and imaginary
parts of X[ 1] are separated as shown in Fig. 6.

If the inputs are even symmetric, i.e., x[ 1]= x[ 3], the
outputs will be purely real. Therefore, X[ 1i] in Fig. 6 will
be 0. As a result, we can eliminate the computation of
X[ 1i] so that there will be only three signals at the output.
Furthermore, we can also remove input x[ 3] to achieve the
canonic property from the beginning. However, we need
tomultiply x[ 1] by 2, since x[ 1]= x[ 3]. The operation can
be described by Fig. 7, where the butterfly operation of
two inputs with the same value is replaced by a multiplica-
tion of one input by 2. Finally, the flow graph of a canonic
4-point REFFT can be derived as shown in Fig. 8.

3.2 8-point REFFT
It can be observed that flow graph in the red box of Fig. 9
is the same as the 4-point RFFT. Therefore, we can elimi-
nate the redundancy of this 4-point RFFT by replacing it
with the flow graph as shown in Fig. 8. For the bottom half
of the first two stages, since x[ 1]= x[ 7] and x[ 3]= x[ 5],
we can remove the bottom butterfly of the first stage.
Consequently, the bottom two datapaths at the following
stages also need to be removed. It can be calculated that
the bottom four signal values after the first stage of Fig. 9
are x[ 1]+x[ 3], x[ 1]−x[ 3], x[ 1]+x[ 3], and x[ 3]−x[ 1],
respectively. The butterfly simplification shown in Fig. 7
can be applied to the second butterfly operation of the sec-
ond stage to eliminate redundancy, since the two inputs
of the butterfly have the same value. For the twiddle fac-
tor operation W 1 after the second stage, if we assume
x[ 1]−x[ 3]= a, then the result of the twiddle factor
operation will be

(a − a(−j)) ∗ W 1 = √
2aej

π
4 e−j π4 = √

2a. (3)

Fig. 5 A canonic 16-point RFFT
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Fig. 6 Flow graph of a canonic 4-point RFFT

Therefore, the W 1 in Fig. 9 should be replaced by
√
2,

while the imaginary path is removed. The butterfly sim-
plification can be described in Fig. 10. As a result, the final
flow graph is shown in Fig. 11.

3.3 16-point REFFT
A canonic 16-point RFFT is shown in Fig. 12. In fact, this
flow graph is the same as that of Fig. 5 if we separate the
real and imaginary signals.
Similarly, the top half of the first three stages can be

reduced to the 8-point REFFT as shown in Fig. 11. Fur-
thermore, the last N

4 inputs can be removed, as these four
signals are redundant, i.e., x[ 1]= x[ 15], x[ 3]= x[ 13],
x[ 5]= x[ 11], and x[ 7]= x[ 9]. In order to study the
required operations to eliminate redundancy, we calculate
the signal values of the bottom half in Fig. 12, as presented
in Table 1.
Since the 9th signal and the 13th signal before the 3rd

stage of Fig. 12 have the same value, we can remove the
butterfly by using the butterfly simplification as shown
in Fig. 7. For the 11th and 15th signals, as the real input
and imaginary input of the twiddle factor operation W 2

have the same value, according to Eq. (3), we can also
replace the twiddle factor operation W 2 by

√
2, while the

imaginary path is removed.
Now, let us consider the remaining signals, i.e., the 10th,

12th, 14th, and 16th signals. We assume x[ 1]−x[ 7]= b
and x[ 3]−x[ 5]= c. For simplicity, we consider W 1 =
p − qj. Then, W 3 = q − pj. After calculation, we can get
that Re[ (b+ cj) ∗W 1]= Re[ (c+ bj) ∗W 3]= bp+ cq and
Im[ (b+cj)∗W 1]= −Im[ (c+bj)∗W 3]= cp−bq, respec-
tively. It can be seen that the 2 inputs of the 2nd butterfly
operation of the bottom half at the 3rd stage have the same
value (i.e., the 10th signal and the 14th signal). Therefore,
the butterfly simplification shown in Fig. 7 can be applied

Fig. 7 Operation to the butterfly with two identical inputs

Fig. 8 Flow graph of a canonic 4-point REFFT

to the butterfly operation to eliminate redundancy. For
the butterfly operation whose inputs are the 12th signal
and the 16th signal, the operation described in Fig. 13 can
be used to reduce the butterfly operation with 2 opposite
value inputs to a single datapath. Note that the twiddle
factor operation W 4 = −j after the 3rd stage also needs
to be moved to the path of the 12th signal. Consequently,
the final flow graph is obtained, as shown in Fig. 14.

3.4 Generalization to N = 2n-point DIF REFFT
In the above sections, we have illustrated that a canonic
N-point REFFT can be derived from a canonic N

2 -point
REFFT. From these examples, according to the regular-
ity of the canonic RFFT flow graph, the proposed method
can be summarized in Algorithm 1 from previous sections

Algorithm 1 Generation of a Canonic N = 2n-Point
REFFT
1. For an N-point RFFT, the top half is the same as an
N
2 -point RFFT. Therefore, this part flow-graph can be
simply reduced to the canonic N

2 -point REFFT.
2. Since we need to maintain N

2 + 1 signal values and
N
4 + 1 signals have already been eliminated in the canonic
N
2 -point REFFT, we need to remove N

4 more signals.
3. Since the last quarter of the inputs are redundant, we
can remove these N

4 signals.
4. Since the last quarter of the inputs are removed, the
butterfly operations at the (n − 1)st stage of the bottom
half are all removed. If the two inputs of the butterfly have
the same value, the operation described in Fig. 7 needs to
be performed. If the two inputs of a butterfly operation
have the opposite values, the operation described
in Fig. 13 needs to be performed. The result is that all the
datapaths of the third quarter at the (n− 1)st stage except
the

( 5N
8 + 1

)
st signal become multiplications by 2.

5. The third quarter flow-graph before the (n − 1)st stage
is unmodified.
6. When N ≥ 8, the twiddle factor operationW

N
8
N after

the
( 5N

8 + 1
)
st signal at the (n − 1)st stage needs to be

replaced by
√
2.

7. For the last stage, there are butterfly operations before
output pairs X[ k] and X

[N
2 − k

]
, where 0 ≤ k ≤ N

4 − 1.
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Fig. 9 Flow graph of a canonic 8-point RFFT

(assume we already have the flow graph of a canonic
N
2 -point REFFT).
Note that the canonic RFFT flow graph can be extended

for any N = 2n-point REFFT recursively. Based on the p
atterns presented in the above examples and Algorithm 1,
given a canonic 32-point RFFT as shown in Fig. 15, a 32-
point REFFT is shown in Fig. 16. In this structure, the
number of signal values computed at each stage or the
output is 17; thus, this structure is canonic.

4 Pre-processing
4.1 Canonic property
In fact, the canonic RFFTs presented above are all
obtained from DIF FFTs by twiddle factor transforma-
tions as described in [11]. For the canonic RFFTs gener-
ated from DIT FFTs, we cannot derive a canonic REFFT
directly. For example, we consider the canonic 16-point
DIT RFFT as shown in Fig. 17. The first 3 stages of the
top half flow graph can also be reduced to the canonic
8-point REFFT as shown in Fig. 11. We calculate the bot-
tom half signal values in Fig. 17 as shown in Table 2. Note
that W 2 =

√
2
2 −

√
2
2 j. However, in this case, the 10th

signal and the 14th signal are neither the same nor oppo-
site. Therefore, we cannot remove this butterfly whose
inputs are the 10th signal and the 14th signal by replacing
the butterfly operation with a multiplication of 1 input by
2. Furthermore, as the 2 input values are x[ 1]−x[ 7] and

Fig. 10 Butterfly simplification

√
2
2 (x[ 3]−x[ 5]−x[ 7]+x[ 1] ), respectively, the butterfly
operation cannot be reduced to a multiplication with
another value. Similarly, the butterfly operation whose
inputs are the 12th signal and the 16th signal also can-
not be removed. Therefore, the canonic property cannot
be achieved, as the number of signals before the 3rd stage
will be greater than 16

2 + 1 = 9.

4.2 Pull the twiddle factors
Similar to the twiddle factor transformation as described
in Fig. 4, we can perform twiddle factor transformation to
turn the 16-point RFFT flow graph in Fig. 17 into the flow
graph in Fig. 12. However, the operation will be pulling
the twiddle factors to previous stages instead of pushing
the twiddle factors to later stages, as shown in Fig. 18. For
example, as shown in Fig. 17, we can pull W 1 from after
the third stage to before the third stage, which leads to the
flow graph as shown in Fig. 12.
According to the work in [11], as the signal values before

and after the butterfly operation are both complex, the
twiddle factors are free to move. Furthermore, it can be
shown that since

X[ k] =
N−1∑

n=0
x[ n]Wnk

N

=
N
2 −1∑

n=0
x[ 2n]W 2nk

N +
N
2 −1∑

n=0
x[ 2n + 1]W (2n+1)k

N

=
N
2 −1∑

n=0
x[ 2n]W 2nk

N + Wk
N

N
2 −1∑

n=0
x[ 2n + 1]W 2nk

N

k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1, (4)
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Fig. 11 Flow graph of a canonic 8-point REFFT

the twiddle factors after the (n − 1)st stage at the bottom
half will beWk

N at the path where the output is X[ N
2 + k].

The two output paths of the butterfly operation at the
(n − 1)st stage at the bottom half can be expressed as
X[ N

2 +k] andX[ N
2 +N

4 +k], respectively. Thus, the twiddle
factors after the (n−1)st stage always follow the pattern as
shown in the left butterfly in Fig. 18

(
i.e., Wk

N and Wk+N
4

N
)
,

if the complex butterfly operation has not been removed

in the canonic N-point RFFT. Note that the two twiddle
factors will still have the same pattern even if the twiddle
factors have already been transformed: as shown in Fig. 19,
after transforming Wm, the two twiddle factors after the
butterfly can still be Wk′

N and Wk′+N
4

N , if we consider k′ =
k − m.
In conclusion, the goal of the twiddle factor transforma-

tion is to make sure the twiddle factor operations before

Fig. 12 Flow graph of a canonic 16-point RFFT
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Table 1 Signal values of the bottom half in Fig. 12

Position Input After 1st stage After 2nd stage Before 3rd stage

9th x[ 1] x[ 1]+x[ 7] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3]

10th x[ 7] x[ 1]−x[ 7] x[ 1]−x[ 7] Re[ (x[ 1]−x[ 7]−(x[ 5]−x[ 3] )j) ∗ W1]

11th x[ 5] x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]−x[ 5]−x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]−x[ 5]−x[ 3]

12th x[ 3] x[ 5]−x[ 3] (x[ 5]−x[ 3] )(−j) Im[ (x[ 1]−x[ 7]−(x[ 5]−x[ 3] )j) ∗ W1]

13th x[ 3] x[ 3]+x[ 5] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3]

14th x[ 5] x[ 3]−x[ 5] x[ 3]−x[ 5] Re[ (x[ 3]−x[ 5]−(x[ 7]−x[ 1] )j) ∗ W3]

15th x[ 7] x[ 7]+x[ 1] x[ 3]+x[ 5]−x[ 1]−x[ 7] (x[ 3]+x[ 5]−x[ 1]−x[ 7] )(−j)

16th x[ 1] x[ 7]−x[ 1] (x[ 7]−x[ 1] )(−j) Im[ (x[ 3]−x[ 5]−(x[ 7]−x[ 1] )j) ∗ W3]

stage n are onlyW
N
4
N orW

N
8
N (only the twiddle factor after

the
( 7N

8 + 1
)
st signal at the (n − 1)st stage is W

N
8
N , which

can be replaced by
√
2), when we extend a canonic N

2 -
point REFFT to a canonic N-point REFFT. If the twiddle
factor is W

N
4
N = −j, the twiddle factor essentially trans-

forms a purely imaginary signal to a purely real signal or
transforms a purely real signal to a purely imaginary sig-
nal. We know that imaginary signals will equal to 0, as the
inputs are even symmetric. Therefore, if the twiddle fac-
tor after the butterfly is removed or transformed to W

N
4
N ,

then one of the two outputs of the butterfly operation will
be 0. In this case, we can eliminate the butterfly operation
according to either Fig. 7 or 13.
It can be concluded that twiddle factor transformation

is helpful in eliminating butterfly operations, which needs
to be applied to the RFFT flow graph before performing
the algorithm to generate canonic REFFT.

5 Canonic ROFFT for power-of-two length
In the previous sections, we have presented the approach
to generate canonic REFFT. In this section, we present
the algorithm to generate canonic ROFFT. As discussed in
Section 2, the outputs of the RFFT will be purely imagi-
nary if the inputs are odd symmetric, i.e., x[k]=−x[N−k],
where 1 ≤ k ≤ N

2 − 1. Note that in order to ensure purely
imaginary outputs, x[ 0] and x[ N

2 ] should be equal to 0.
Therefore, these two signals can also be removed. As a
result, for anN-point ROFFT, a canonic flow graph should
only have N

2 − 1 signal values at each stage. For example,
for a canonic 4-point RFFT as shown in Fig. 6, the flow
graph for the RFFT when the inputs are odd symmetric
only has one signal, as shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 13 Operation to the butterfly with two inputs have opposite
values

When eliminating the redundancies, the difference is
that we need to keep imaginary paths, while removing real
paths. Therefore, when we extend from N

2 -point to N-
point, we can choose to remove the third quarter of the
inputs instead of the last quarter. The algorithm for gen-
erating canonic N-point ROFFT from a canonic N

2 -point
ROFFT is presented in Algorithm 2. Any N = 2n-point
ROFFT can be derived by using the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Generation of a Canonic N = 2n-Point
ROFFT
1. For an N-point RFFT, the top half is same as an
N
2 -point RFFT. Therefore, this part flow-graph can be
simply reduced to the canonic N

2 -point ROFFT.
2. Since we need to maintain N

2 − 1 signal values and
N
4 − 1 signals have already been eliminated in the canonic
N
2 -point ROFFT, we need to remove N

4 more signals.
3. Since the third quarter of the inputs are redundant, we
can remove these N

4 signals.
4. Since the third quarter of the inputs are removed, the
butterfly operations at the (n − 1)st stage of the bottom
half are all removed. If the two inputs of the butterfly have
the same value, the operation described in Fig. 7 needs to
be performed. If the two inputs of a butterfly operation
have the opposite values, the operation described
in Fig. 13 needs to be performed. The result is that all the
datapaths of the last quarter at the (n − 1)st stage except
the ( 7N8 + 1)st signal become multiplications of 2.
5. The last quarter flow-graph before the (n− 1)st stage is
unmodified.
6. When N ≥ 8, the twiddle factor operationW

N
8
N after

the
( 7N

8 + 1
)
st signal at the (n − 1)st stage needs to be

replaced by
√
2.

7. For the last stage, there are butterfly operations before
output pairs X[ k] and X

[N
2 − k

]
, where 0 ≤ k ≤ N

4 − 1.

Given a canonic 16-point RFFT as shown in Fig. 12,
according to the Algorithm 2, the flow graph of a canonic
16-point ROFFT is shown in Fig. 21. Note that as dis-
cussed above, before performing Algorithm 2, we need to
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Fig. 14 Flow graph of a canonic 16-point REFFT

pull the twiddle factors from after the (n − 1)st stage to
before the (n − 1)st stage if needed.

6 REFFT for any composite length
The algorithm for generating canonic RFFT computation
for any composite length has been presented in [23]. In
this section, we consider the design of canonic REFFT
computation for any composite length. For an N-point
REFFT, we need to ensure the number of real samples at
each stage is equal to �N

2 � + 1. As shown in Fig. 22a, we
should remove N−1

2 real signals and keep the other N−1
2

real signals and X[ 0] when N is odd. When N is even as
shown in Fig. 22b, we need to remove N−2

2 real signals
and keep the other N−2

2 real signals and X[ 0] and X[ N
2 ].

Consider an N-point REFFT where N = P × Q. To derive
the N-point REFFT, we consider the N-point RFFT that
constitutes Q P-point RFFTs at the first stage and P Q-
point RFFTs at the second stage. We discuss the process
for four different cases, i.e., (1) P is odd, Q is odd; (2) P is
odd, Q is even; (3) P is even, Q is odd; and (4) P is even,
Q is even.

6.1 Subcomponents
If we consider a P × Q RFFT structure with even sym-
metric inputs, the inputs of each P-point RFFT at the first
stage can be summarized in Table 3.
It can be seen that only the inputs of the first P-point

RFFT are even symmetric, as xP[ k]= xP[N−k]. Note that
xP[ k] represents the input order in each P-point RFFT.
However, for other P-point RFFTs, the inputs are not even
symmetric. When Q is even, the inputs of the

(
Q
2 + 1

)
st

P-point RFFT are x
[
kQ + Q

2

]
, where 0 ≤ k ≤ P−1, which

follow the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[P − 1 − k].
Moreover, it can also be seen that inputs of the (m)th

P-point RFFT and the inputs of (Q + 2 − m)th P-point
RFFT are reverse-ordered versions of each other, where
2 ≤ m ≤ Q. The relation of the inputs of the two P-point
RFFTs can be expressed as

x2[ k]= x1 [(−(k + 1))N ] . (5)

Note that the actual interval of the inputs of the P-point
RFFT is Q. Therefore, according to the DFT time reversal
and time shift properties, we can obtain

X2[ k]= X1 [(−k)N ] × W−kQ, (6)

which leads to the relation that X2[ 0]= X1[ 0] and
X2[ k]= X1[N − k]×W−kQ, where 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. The
twiddle factors after the first stage for the (m)th P-point
RFFT are W (m−1)k , where 1 ≤ k ≤ P − 1. As a result,
the values after the twiddle factor operations of the (m)th
P-point RFFT, S1[ k], and the (Q+2−m)th P-point RFFT,
S2[ k], can be expressed by

S1[ k] = X1[ k]W (m−1)k , (7)

S2[ k] = X2[ k]W (Q−m+1)k = X1[ (−k)N ]

× W−kQW (Q−m+1)k

= X1[ (−k)N ]×W (−m+1)k , (8)

respectively. We know that the outputs for RFFT are
conjugate symmetric:

X[ k]= X∗[N − k] . (9)
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Fig. 15 Flow graph of a canonic 32-point RFFT

Then, for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, we have

S2[ k] = X1 [(−k)N ] × W (−m+1)k

= X1[N − k]×W (−m+1)k

= X∗
1 [ k]×W (−m+1)k . (10)

Therefore, we can conclude that the values of the (m)th
P-point RFFT and the (Q + 2 − m)th P-point RFFT after
the twiddle factor operations are a conjugate-complex
pair:

S1[ k]= S∗
2[ k] . (11)
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Fig. 16 Flow graph of a canonic 32-point REFFT

Moreover, as W (m−1)k and W (m−1)(N−k) are also a
conjugate-complex pair

S1[ k]= S∗
1[N − k] . (12)

As a result, one of these two P-point RFFT is redun-
dant which can be eliminated, while the outputs of the
eliminated P-point RFFT can be obtained by simply con-
jugating the outputs of the retained P-point RFFT.
Before considering the four cases, we need to con-

sider the designs of the following three FFT dataflows.
Note that we only briefly discuss the approaches to
remove redundancies of the FFTs with these three input
patterns in this paper. Future work will be directed

towards addressing the complete algorithms for generat-
ing canonic FFTs with these input patterns.

6.1.1 FFT with Hermitian symmetric inputs (HFFT)
If the inputs of an FFT are Hermitian symmetric, the out-
put will be purely real. We can use the designs of IFFT
of Hermitian symmetric signals (RIFFT) such as the work
presented in [9] to compute the HFFT. Note that the out-
puts of the RIFFT need to be reordered to obtain the
outputs of the correspondingHFFT.We do not discuss the
detailed designs in this paper.

6.1.2 RFFT with odd P and inputs xP[ k]= xP[ P − 1 − k]
As we have discussed above, when Q is even, the inputs of
the

(Q
2 +1

)
st P-point RFFT are x[ kQ+ Q

2 ], where 0 ≤ k ≤
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Fig. 17 Flow graph of a canonic 16-point DIT RFFT

P − 1, which follow the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[P − 1 − k]
(e.g., [ a, b, c, d, c, b, a], when P = 7). Furthermore, the
outputs of the P-point RFFT connect to twiddle factors

W
Q
2 k
N , respectively. We can circularly shift the inputs of an

odd size P-point RFFT whose inputs have the pattern of
xP[ k]= xP[P−1−k] by P−1

2 Q to an odd size REFFT. The
circular time shift property can be expressed by

x[ n] ↔ X[ k] , (13)

x
[
(n − n0)N

] ↔ X[ k]Wn0k
N . (14)

Therefore, if we shift the inputs of an odd size P-point
RFFT whose inputs have the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[P −
1 − k] by P−1

2 Q, the outputs will be XP[ k]W
P−1
2 Qk

N ,
as the interval of the inputs is Q. If the outputs of

Table 2 Signal values of the bottom half in Fig. 17

Position Input After 1st stage After 2nd stage Before 3rd stage

9th x[ 1] x[ 1]+x[ 7] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3]

10th x[ 7] x[ 1]−x[ 7] x[ 1]−x[ 7] x[ 1]−x[ 7]

11th x[ 5] x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]−x[ 5]−x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]−x[ 5]−x[ 3]

12th x[ 3] x[ 5]−x[ 3] (x[ 5]−x[ 3] )(−j) (x[ 5]−x[ 3] )(−j)

13th x[ 3] x[ 3]+x[ 5] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3] x[ 1]+x[ 7]+x[ 5]+x[ 3]

14th x[ 5] x[ 3]−x[ 5] x[ 3]−x[ 5]
√
2
2 (x[ 3]−x[ 5]−x[ 7]+x[ 1] )

15th x[ 7] x[ 7]+x[ 1] x[ 3]+x[ 5]−x[ 1]−x[ 7] (x[ 3]+x[ 5]−x[ 1]−x[ 7] )(−j)

16th x[ 1] x[ 7]−x[ 1] (x[ 7]−x[ 1] )(−j)
√
2
2 (−x[ 3]+x[ 5]−x[ 7]+x[ 1] )j
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Fig. 18 Twiddle factor transformation: pull

the RFFT connect to twiddle factors W
Q
2 k
N , the values

after the twiddle factor operations can be expressed by

XP[ k]W
P−1
2 Qk

N W
Q
2 k
N = XP[ k]W

PQ
2 k

N = XP[ k] (−1)k ,
where XP[ k] here are the outputs of a P-point REFFT. In
this case, the values after the twiddle factor operations
will be all purely real. The complete operation is shown
in Fig. 23. Therefore, we only need to keep P+1

2 signals for
this P-point RFFT; the deleted P−1

2 values after the twiddle
factor operation can be obtained by simply alternately
negating XP[ k] (−1)k , where 1 ≤ k ≤ P−1

2 .

6.1.3 RFFT with even P and inputs xP[ k]= xP[N − 1 − k]
When P and Q are both even, the inputs of the (

Q
2 + 1)st

P-point RFFT also follow the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[P −
1 − k] (e.g., [ a, b, c, d, d, c, b, a], when P = 8), while the

outputs also connect to twiddle factorsW
Q
2 k
N , respectively.

In this case, we can consider a P
2 × 2 structure as shown

in Fig. 24b. Then, we can pull the twiddle factors before
the butterfly operations, as shown in Fig. 24c.
It can be seen from Fig. 24c that the inputs of the two

P
2 -point RFFTs are reverse-ordered. According to Eq. (6),
we can get the relation of the outputs of the two P

2 -point
RFFTs as below (note the interval of the inputs is 2Q in
this case):

X2[ k]= X1[ (−k)N ]×W−k2Q, (15)

Therefore, the values of the bottom P
2 -point RFFT

after twiddle factor operation as shown in Fig. 24c are
equal to X2[ k]Wk 3

2Q = X1[ (−k)N ]×W−k2QWk 3
2Q =

X1[ (−k)N ]W−k Q
2 . Furthermore, according to Eq. (9), we

can obtain

X2[ k]Wk 3
2Q = X1 [(−k)N ]W−k Q

2 = X∗
1 [ k]W−k Q

2 , (16)

which is conjugate of the values of the top P
2 -point RFFT

after twiddle factor operation as shown in Fig. 24c, i.e.,
X1[ k]WkQ

2 . Therefore, the inputs of each butterfly oper-
ation as shown Fig. 24c are a conjugate-complex pair.
Consequently, we can remove the bottom half of the
P-point RFFT to eliminate redundancy as shown
in Fig. 24d. The twiddle factor operation W

Q
2 k needs to

be replaced by 2Re(W
Q
2 k), where 1 ≤ k ≤ P

2 − 1.

6.2 Canonic REFFT generation
In order to generate an N-point canonic REFFT where
N = P×Q, we need to make sure there are only �PQ

2 � + 1
signals at each stage.
At the first stage, there areQ P-point RFFTs. The inputs

of the first P-point RFFT are even symmetric. Therefore,
we only need to keep �P

2 � + 1 outputs. Furthermore, the
values of the (m)th P-point RFFT and the (Q + 2 − m)th
P-point RFFT after the twiddle factor operations are a
conjugate-complex pair, where 2 ≤ m ≤ �Q+1

2 �. There-
fore, we only need to keep half of them. For each P-point
RFFT, we use the corresponding canonic RFFT structure,
i.e., the number of output signals is equal to P. As a result,
if Q is odd, there are �P

2 � + 1 + �Q−1
2 � × P = �PQ

2 � + 1
signals after the first stage, which achieves the canonic
property. However, when Q is even, there is one more P-
point RFFT, i.e., the

(Q
2 + 1

)
st P-point RFFT. The inputs

of this RFFT follow the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[P − 1 − k]
that we can utilize to further eliminate redundancies.
Depending on whether P is odd or even, this RFFT either
can be transformed to a P-point REFFT as described in
Section 6.1.2 or can be reduced to P

2 signals as described in
Section 6.1.3, respectively. Thus, the total number of sig-
nals is �P

2 � + 1+ �P+1
2 � + Q−2

2 × P when Q is even, which
is equal to �PQ

2 � + 1 as well.
At the second stage, there is one Q-point RFFT whose

inputs are the values XP[ 0] from the P-point RFFTs at

Fig. 19 The two twiddle factors after the (n − 1)th stage at the bottom half will still have the same pattern even if the twiddle factors have already
been transformed
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Fig. 20 Flow graph of a canonic 4-point ROFFT

the first stage. Since the outputs XP[ 0] from the (m)th
P-point RFFT and the inputs of (Q + 2 − m)th P-point
RFFT have the same value, the inputs of the first Q-
point RFFT at the second stage are also even symmetric.
Therefore, it can be reduced to an REFFT with �Q

2 � + 1
signal. Besides, there are �P−1

2 � Q-point FFTs. Each has
inputs XP[m] after twiddle factor operations from all the
P-point RFFTs at the first stage, where 1 ≤ m ≤ �P−1

2 �.
Since the values of the (m)th P-point RFFT and the (Q +
2−m)th P-point RFFT after the twiddle factor operations
are a conjugate-complex pair, the inputs of each Q-point
FFT are Hermitian symmetric. According to Section 6.1.1,
the outputs of these FFTs are purely real. Therefore, we
can reduce these Q-point FFTs to HFFTs, which lead to Q
signals after each Q-point HFFT. When P is odd, the total
number of signals is

⌊
Q
2

⌋
+ 1 + ⌊P−1

2
⌋ × Q =

⌊
PQ
2

⌋
+ 1,

which is canonic.
However, when P is even, there is one more Q-point

RFFT at the second stage, i.e.,
(P
2 + 1

)
st Q-point RFFT,

whose inputs are from XP
[P
2
]
of each P-point RFFT at

the first stage, which are purely real. When P is even
and Q is odd, we can circularly shift this Q-point RFFT
in frequency to eliminate redundancy according to the

modulation transformation W−k0n
N x[ n]↔ X[ (k − k0)N ],

as referred in [23]. Additionally, we have shown that values
of the (m)th P-point RFFT and the (Q+ 2−m)th P-point
RFFT after the twiddle factor operations are a conjugate-
complex pair. Consequently, we can obtain that the S[ P

2 ]
values of the (m)th P-point RFFT and the (Q + 2 − m)th
P-point RFFT after the twiddle factor operations are the
same. Therefore, the inputs of the

(P
2 + 1

)
stQ-point RFFT

at the second stage are also even symmetric. In conclu-
sion, there are two Q-point REFFTs and P−2

2 Q-point
HFFTs at the second stage. Thus, the number of signals at
the output is equal to Q+1

2 ×2+ P−2
2 ×Q = PQ

2 +1, which
is also canonic with respect to the number of signals.
When P and Q are both even, for the

(P
2 + 1

)
st Q-point

FFT, we can consider it as a
(
2 × Q

2

)
-point FFT, as shown

in Fig. 25 [23]. x[ k] and x
[
k + Q

2

]
go through a butterfly

operation first, for 0 ≤ k ≤ Q
2 − 1. We can perform the

operation as shown in Fig. 4 to these butterflies, i.e., push
Wk to behind the butterflies. As a result, the top input
and the bottom input of the butterfly operation become
purely real and purely imaginary, respectively. The bot-
tom output of each butterfly can be eliminated, as it is

Fig. 21 Flow graph of a canonic 16-point ROFFT
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a b
Fig. 22 a Odd size REFFT. b Even size REFFT

conjugate of the top output. Then, these outputs are pro-
cessed by one Q

2 FFT, as shown in Fig. 26. Note that
two real twiddle factor operations at the inputs are trans-
formed to one complex twiddle factor operation at the
output for each butterfly of this Q-point FFT. Therefore,
we only need to keep Q

2 signals for this Q-point FFT in a
P × Q-point RFFT.
Since we have shown in Fig. 26 that the bottom Q

2 -
point FFT can be deleted, we only need to make sure
that the top Q

2 -point FFT only involves real datapaths.
We consider the flow graph before pushing the twiddle
factors, as shown in Fig. 25. The outputs X[ P

2 ] from the
first P-point RFFT and the (

Q
2 + 1)st P-point RFFT at

the first stage are purely real and 0, respectively. As a
result, the first butterfly in the (2 × Q

2 ) structure can be
reduced to a single datapath, as the bottom input is 0.
For the remaining butterflies, the twiddle factors before
the two inputs of each butterfly operation can be
expressed by W

P
2 k and W

PQ
4 + P

2 k , as the outputs X[ P
2 ]

from the P-point RFFTs at the first stage are all purely real.
Furthermore, we have already proved that the values of
the (m)th P-point RFFT and the (Q + 2 − m)th P-point
RFFT after the twiddle factor operations are a conjugate-
complex pair. Therefore, the (m)th input xQ

2
[m − 1] and

the (Q + 2 − m)th input xQ
2
[Q − m + 1] of the Q

2 -
point FFT are a conjugate-complex pair. Consequently,
the inputs of the Q

2 -point are Hermitian symmetric. Thus,
each of the remaining butterflies in the 2 × Q

2 structure
can also be reduced to one single datapath. If Q

2 is odd,
the 2 × Q

2 -point FFT can be reduced to the structure as

Table 3 Inputs of each P-point RFFT at the first stage

Inputs

1st P-point RFFT x[ kQ] , 0 ≤ k ≤ P − 1

2nd P-point RFFT x[ kQ + 1] , 0 ≤ k ≤ P − 1

. . . . . .

(m)th P-point RFFT x[ kQ + m − 1] , 0 ≤ k ≤ P − 1

. . . . . .

(Q)th P-point RFFT x[ kQ + Q − 1] , 0 ≤ k ≤ P − 1

shown in Fig. 27, while if Q
2 is even, the canonic struc-

ture is shown in Fig. 28. In Fig. 28, the twiddle factorW
PQ
8

is replaced by
√
2 after the input x[ Q

4 ], as twiddle oper-

ation can be given by the sum of W
N
8
N =

√
2
2 −

√
2
2 j and

W
5N
8

N = j
√
2
2 −

√
2
2 j. Finally, the canonic REFFT is obtained.

6.3 Examples
6.3.1 N = P × Q, P is odd, Q is odd
For example, we consider the two 15-point canonic RFFTs
as shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30, respectively. The complex
signals are marked bold.
For the 3 × 5 structure as shown in Fig. 29, we

could remove one sample of the first 3-point RFFT
at the first stage, since the inputs are even symmet-
ric. Furthermore, we can remove the last two 3-point
RFFTs, as they are redundant. As a result, there are
2 + 2 × 3 = 8 signals at the first stage. At the
second stage, we can remove two samples of the first
5-point RFFT, as its inputs are also even symmetric.
The second 5-point FFT can be reduced to HFFT, since
the inputs are Hermitian symmetric. Thus, there are 3 +
5 = 8 signals after the second stage, which is canonic with
respect to the number of signals. The final flow graph is
shown in Fig. 31.
Similarly, for the 5 × 3 structure as shown in Fig. 30, we

can also design a canonic REFFT as shown in Fig. 32.

6.3.2 N = P × Q, P is odd, Q is even
For example, we consider the 3 × 2 = 6-point canonic
RFFT as shown in Fig. 33. The corresponding canonic
REFFT is shown in Fig. 34. According to Section 6.1.2, the
inputs of the second 3-point RFFT at the first stage can
be shifted by 2. As a result, this RFFT can be reduced to
the 3-point REFFT, as x[ 1]= x[ 5]. Note that (−1)k needs
to be added after each output of this 3-point RFFT. It can
be seen that there are four signals at each stage in Fig. 34,
which is canonic with respect to the number of signals.

6.3.3 N = P × Q, P is even, Q is odd
We can consider another 6-point canonic RFFT as shown
in Fig. 35. Note that the second 3-point RFFT at the
second stage has been circularly shifted in frequency
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a b c
Fig. 23 a The original odd size P-point FFT whose inputs have the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[ P − 1 − k]. b Compute the shifted FFT, n0 = P−1

2 Q. c The
final P-point RFFT whose inputs are even symmetric

a b c d
Fig. 24 a The original even size P-point FFT whose inputs have the pattern of xP[ k]= xP[ P − 1 − k]. b The P-point RFFT is considered as a
P
2 × 2-point RFFT. c Pull the twiddle factors. d The final structure which only has P

2 signals

Fig. 25 A Q-point FFT is considered as a
(
2 × Q

2

)
-point FFT
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Fig. 26 The
(
2 × Q

2

)
-point RFFT after eliminating redundancy

Fig. 27 Remove redundancy of the
(
2 × Q

2

)
-point RFFT, when Q

2 is odd

Fig. 28 Remove redundancy of the
(
2 × Q

2

)
-point RFFT, when Q

2 is even
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Fig. 29 A 15-point canonic RFFT, where P = 3,Q = 5

Fig. 30 A 15-point canonic RFFT, where P = 5,Q = 3
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Fig. 31 A 15-point canonic REFFT, where P = 3,Q = 5

to eliminate redundancy. The canonic REFFT is shown
in Fig. 36. There are also only four signals at each stage.

6.3.4 N = P × Q, P is even, Q is even
All radix-2m RFFT structures fall into this category. For
example, a radix-4 16-point canonic RFFT is shown
in Fig. 37. At the first stage, there is one 4-point REFFT
and one 4-point RFFT. For the third 4-point RFFT, the
structure can be considered as a 2×2 structure. According
to Section 6.1.3, we only need to keep two signals. There-
fore, there are nine signals at the first stage in total. At the
second stage, the inputs of the first 4-point RFFT are even

symmetric, while the inputs of the second 4-point RFFT
are Hermitian symmetric. For the third 4-point FFT, we
could also reduce it to the structure only with two signals,
based on Fig. 28. The total number of signals at the second
stage is also 9. The canonic 16-point REFFT is shown
in Fig. 38.

6.4 Summary
Based on the discussion above, we summarize the types
of FFTs for the four different cases in Table 4. There
are mainly three types of generated subcomponents, i.e.,
REFFT, RFFT, and HFFT, which is less than the number

Fig. 32 A 15-point canonic REFFT, where P = 5,Q = 3
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Fig. 33 Flow graph of a canonic 6-point RFFT, where P = 3,Q = 2

Fig. 34 Flow graph of a canonic 6-point REFFT, where P = 3,Q = 2

Fig. 35 Flow graph of a canonic 6-point RFFT, where P = 2,Q = 3
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Fig. 36 Flow graph of a canonic 6-point REFFT, where P = 2,Q = 3

Fig. 37 A 16-point canonic RFFT, where P = 4,Q = 4

Fig. 38 A 16-point canonic REFFT, where P = 4,Q = 4
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Table 4 FFT types for canonic REFFT

P is odd, Q is odd P is odd, Q is even P is even, Q is odd P is even, Q is even

P-point Q-point P-point Q-point P-point Q-point P-point Q-point

#REFFT 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

#RFFT Q−1
2 0 Q−2

2 0 Q−1
2 0 Q−2

2 0

#HFFT 0 P−1
2 0 P−1

2 0 P−2
2 0 P−2

2

#
(
P
2 × 2

)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

#
(
2 × Q

2

)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

of types of subcomponents in the dataflow derived alge-
braically in [14]. Any composite length canonic REFFTs
can be obtained by applying the proposed methods for
P × Q decomposition iteratively.
The canonic ROFFT for any composite size can be

obtained similarly by following these steps described in
this section. We do not discuss these designs in detail in
this paper due to lack of space. The only difference is that
we need to make sure there are only 
N

2 �−1 signals for an
N-point ROFFT instead of �N

2 � + 1.

7 Performance
In this section, we discuss the performances of the canonic
REFFT/ROFFT.
There are less signals in the canonic REFFT/ROFFT,

compared to FFT, RFFT, or canonic RFFT, as we remove
the redundant inputs from the beginning. Furthermore,
the number of butterfly operations in the REFFT/ROFFT
flow graph is also reduced, as we remove the butterfly
operation if the two inputs of the butterfly operation have
the same value or opposite values, as described in Fig. 7
or Fig. 13, respectively. Consequently, the number of twid-
dle factor operation is also reduced for a power-of-two
size RFFT, as one quarter of the datapaths are eliminated
when we extend a canonic N-point REFFT/ROFFT from
a canonic N

2 -point REFFT/ROFFT. Moreover, from the
third stage to the last stage, there is one twiddle factor
W

N
8
N before the stage is replaced by amultiplication by

√
2.

Thus, for an N = 2n-point RFFT, when n ≥ 2, there will

be n − 2 multiplications of
√
2 in the flow graph. Note

that we do not consider the multiplications of 2 in the
flow graph which are generated by the operations of Fig. 7
and 13 as multipliers, since these only involve 1-bit left
shift.
Table 5 compares the performance of the proposed

canonic REFFT/ROFFT with FFT, RFFT, and canonic
RFFT. Note that we consider a complex butterfly opera-
tion as two real butterfly operations.
It can be seen that the proposed canonic

REFFTs/ROFFTs have less signals, less butterfly opera-
tions, and less twiddle factor operations. Due to the fact
that the canonic ROFFT has less signal values at each
stage compared to canonic REFFT, the canonic ROFFT
also requires less butterfly operations.

8 Conclusions
This paper has proposed novel algorithms to design
canonic FFT flow graphs when the inputs are real and
even/odd symmetric. A canonic N-point REFFT/ROFFT
can be extended from a canonic N

2 -point REFFT/ROFFT.
Twiddle factor transformations are needed if there are
twiddle factors other than W

N
4
N and W

N
8
N before the last

stage. The design of canonic REFFT for any compos-
ite length has also been presented. Future work will be
directed towards designing efficient architectures for any
composite length RFFTs with real-valued even/odd sym-
metric inputs based on the canonic dataflow developed in
this paper.

Table 5 Performance comparison for N = 2n-point FFT algorithms

FFT algorithm #Signal values at each stage #Real butterfly operation #Twiddle factor operations

Complex FFT 2N Nlog2N n × 2n−1 − 2n + 2

[6] DIF RFFT ≥ N
(
N
2 − 1

)
log2N + 1

(
n − 7

2

) × 2n−2 + n − 1

[11] Canonic DIT RFFT N N
2 log2N − N

2 + 1 (n − 3) × 2n−2 + 1

[11] Canonic DIF RFFT N N
2 log2N − N

2 + 1 (n − 4) × 2n−2 + n

Canonic REFFT N
2 + 1

(
N
4 + 1

)
log2N − N

2 2n−2 − n + 1a

Canonic ROFFT N
2 − 1 N

4 log2N − N
2 2n−2 − n + 1a

aWhen n ≥ 2, there will also be n − 2 multiplications of
√
2 in the flow graph
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